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Isabella has recently arrived from Colombia with her mother and abuela. She misses Papa, who is still in South 
America. It's her first day of school, her make-new-friends day, but when classes are canceled because of too 
much snow, Isabella misses warm, green, Colombia more than ever. Then Isabella meets Katie and finds out 
that making friends in the cold is easier than she thought! 

The universal theme of making friends and starting at a new school is something that many kids—immigrants 
or not—can relate to. . .  and be inspired by. Throughout the story, Isabella has agency and is responsible for 
her own actions and reactions. 
 
Spanish words are interspersed with English words throughout and a glossary is included in the back matter. 
And this story includes important intergenerational relationships. 
 
Both co-author Jessica Betancourt-Perez, who immigrated as a teen, and illustrator Gina Moldonado are  
Colombian. Immigration is an important topic, and the book acts as a window (for kids who might meet  
immigrant classmates) and a mirror (for kids who are new to the country or their school). Mindfulness and a 
growth mindset are taught in schools and promoted in the home, with significant benefit to young children. 
 
 
Jessica Betancourt-Perez grew up in Palmira, Colombia, and the United States (immigrating at fifteen). She holds 
a master's degree in school psychology and currently works as a school psychologist in a large, suburban school district 
in York, Pennsylvania.  
 
Karen Lynn Williams holds a master 's degree in deaf education. She has lived in Afr ica and Haiti. Karen had an 
early dream to be one of the youngest published authors, starting a writing club at ten. She is the author of fourteen 
books for children. 
 
Gina Maldonado studied architecture and inter ior  design in Colombia, Mexico, and Italy and then discovered her  
real passion―illustration.  

To receive a review copy or to arrange an interview with Jessica, Karen, or Gina,  
please contact Donna Spurlock at (617) 321-2502, or via email dspurlock@charlesbridge.com.  
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